GARNet

GARNet2016: Innovation in the Plant Science
Araport Workshop: Chris Town and Sergio Contrino

Getting started …
Before we start with the hands-on, please follow the steps below which outline the procedure involved in
creating an Araport user account.

Creating Araport user accounts
Ideally, you will already have registered on the Araport site. If not, proceed as follows.

Register for an Araport account
●
●
●

●

Visit Araport (https://www.araport.org/)
Look for the “Log in” button in the upper right-hand corner of the page and select “Register” from the
drop-down menu (or visit the URL https://www.araport.org/user/register).
Fill out the required fields in the form:

This is a little tedious as we ask for information that helps in both reporting to our funding agencies and
improving the site, so please bear with us.
Once the registration process is complete, you will receive an email (the email sender will be
<araport@jcvi.org>). Click on the link in the email to activate your account:
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●
●

●

Upon first login, in order to complete account activation, you will be required to provide a password.
Please follow the instructions on the page and set up your password.
On successful completion of this step, you should be logged in at Araport.org. To confirm, check that
your Araport.org page header looks like so (you should see both the “My account” and “Log out”
options):

The user name and password that you created for the Araport site is also valid for ThaleMine
(https://apps.araport.org/thalemine/).

Over the course of this Hands-On workshop, we will use these credentials to log into ThaleMine. This will
enable you to save all your work in your private workspace (MyMine).

Log-in to ThaleMine
●
●

Visit Araport (https://www.araport.org)
Click on the “ThaleMine” icon on the front page (or visit https://apps.araport.org/thalemine/)

●

Look for the “Log in” link in the upper right-hand corner of the ThaleMine home page. You will be
directed to a login page, like so. Fill in your Araport username and password:
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●

On the subsequent page, you will be presented with 3 buttons: “Approve”, “Approve Always” and
“Deny”.
“Approve” will authorize the login, but you will be prompted to “Approve” every time.
“Approve Always” will authorize the login and never prompt you again, until browser cache is cleared.
“Deny” disallows login, and will return you to the ThaleMine page without any effect.

●

On successful login, you should see a message appear on the ThaleMine page, like so:
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ThaleMine Tutorial
Hands-on
Tip: At any point in time, you can check out the ThaleMine userguide for more information
(https://www.araport.org/thalemine/user-guide).

Keyword Search and Report Page
Use either search box to search ThaleMine for the RBL6 gene and navigate to the Report page.

●

How many transcripts does the RBL6 gene have and how many exons does each transcript have?
(Hint: Click on AT1G12750. Navigate: Genomics -> Gene models -> expand ‘transcripts’ link.)
Answer:
○ ____ transcripts with ____ exons
○ ____ transcripts with ____ exons
○ ____ transcripts with ____ exons

●

Note how each transcript is composed of different subsets of exons, each with a unique identifier.

●

Which biological process is RBL6 involved in?
(Hint: Navigate: Function -> Gene Ontology -> Biological process. To see what the IBA evidence code
means, hover over the small “information” ( ) icon.)
Answer:
○ __________________________

●

How many homologs of RBL6 are found in the human genome? How many paralogs does RBL6 have
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in A. thaliana?
(Hint: Navigate to the Homology section. Panther Homologs. To see all the plant homologs from
Phytozome, use the “Rows per page” drop-down selector. NOTE: These are loaded on-the-fly from
Phytozome.)
Answer:
○ ____ human homologs and ____Arabidopsis paralogs

Creating a List from a Search
Again, use either search box to search ThaleMine for sucrose-proton symporter.
●

Look at the Hits by Category, How many genes have we found?
Answer:
○ ____ genes

●

Which genes have multiple splice isoforms?
(Hint: Click on the mRNA identifiers)
Answer:
○ __________________ ( ____ transcripts)
○ __________________ ( ____ transcripts)

●

There are 9 SUC genes. Which SUC genes do SUT2 and SUT4 correspond to?
(Hint: Control-Click on Gene to open Report Page in new tab)
Answer:
○ SUT2 -> ___________
○ SUT4 -> ___________

●

Select all genes found by your search and create a list. This should take you to the List Analysis page
for your new_Gene_list_1
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●

This list will be saved in your MyMine account. Give your list a Description and then verify that it has
been saved by clicking the View button under the Lists tab at the top of your screen. You can also tag,
rename, and share your lists from your MyMine tab. To rename your list click the Edit icon. This icon
will be seen throughout ThaleMine.

●

Take a look at the Report table header row. Which 5 types of operations you can perform on the
columns? Match the numbers to the list provided below.
1
Answer:
(
(
(
(
(

2 3 4 5
) Column summary
) Filter by values
) Sort column
) Toggle column visibility
) Remove column

●

Explore the List Analysis page by scrolling down to the widgets that automatically operate on any list
created.

●

What are some other GO Terms that are associated with this list?
Answer:
○ ___________________________________ and many others

●

Based upon RNA-seq expression data, which genes are most highly expressed? Which genes show
the most restricted pattern of expression?
(Hint: Scroll down to the RNA-seq Expression widget.)
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Answer:
○ Highly expressed: _______________, _______________
○ Most restricted expression: _______________, _______________
●

Now, let’s add the gene AT5G13170 to your list. You can do this from the gene report page for
AT5G13170.

(Hint:
Search for AT5G13170. Click on the Add to list option on the right.
● Go to Lists -> View)
●

●

Your list should now have 10 genes.

●

(Tip: You can also add items from one list to another from the List Analysis page.)

Basic Templates
Here we will performs some basic queries from the Templates tab.
●

In which organisms does the A. thaliana gene AT5G13170 have homologs?
(Note that the style Gene > Gene ID informs the user that this input box requires all or part of a gene
ID on the form ATnG…
(Hint: Use ‘Gene → Homologs’. Click on the Summary button on 4th column.)
Answer:
○ _____ S. cerevisiae homologs
○ _____ H. sapiens homologs
○ _____ paralogs in A. thaliana

●

How many A. thaliana genes are involved in flowering.
(Hint: Use the template ‘Keyword → GO terms and Genes’ and set the constraint to ‘CONTAINS ‘flowering’.
This returns 100 rows. Use the column summary to get the number of genes.)
Answer:
○ _____ genes

Using Lists in Templates
Template Queries can be run with either a single object or a list of objects. Run the Genes → RNA-seq
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Expression template with your saved list of sucrose transporters.
●

How many rows are in your table?
Answer:
○ _______ rows

●

How else could you have retrieved this table?
Answer:
○ From the ________________________ page

●

Suppose you are interested in sucrose transport in pollen. Use the column summary feature to
constrain the table to only contain results from experiments with tissue pollen. How many rows do
you have now?
Answer:
○ _____ rows

●
●

Now use the Filters button to limit the table to Expression Level > 1.
Which genes remain after filtering?
Answer:
○ _______________
○ _______________

●

Let’s change how the table looks. Try using the column operators to remove the RNA Seq
Expressions Unit column and hide the Experiment column. Now use the Manage Columns button to
add the Gene Symbol and rearrange the table so that the Gene Symbol is the second column and the
Experiment Tissue is the third. (Note: You can always Undo any changes.)

Exporting data tables.
Use the Export button (upper right) to download the data table in tab/comma-delimited, GFF, JSON, other files.
Check out the file format using the Preview function.
Note: Export also works for FASTA sequences. e.g. download all gene/protein sequences for a gene list.

Editing Templates
There are often a number of different ways to perform the same task in ThaleMine. Let’s see if we can
recreate our Report table above by editing the Genes → RNA Seq Expression template in the Query Builder.
Go to the template and click Edit Query
The Query Overview will give you hints where to find the fields you want to constrain in the Model browser.
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Remember, we want:
● Gene constrained by your list.
● Gene Symbol added.
● Experiment Tissue limited to pollen
● Expression Level greater than 1.
● Remove Expression Units.
● Set Gene Symbol as second column and Experiment Tissue as the third.
You can see how you’re doing at any time by clicking Show results. Simply click Query in the upper left to
return to the query builder.

More Results Table Filtering (see below: alternative using RNA-seq expression)
●

Find the array expression data for the A. thaliana PFC1 gene (Hint use template Gene -> Array
Expression). How many rows does this return?
(Hint: Go to the Templates page, Type “array” in the search box to narrow down)
Answer:
○ _______________ rows

●

Filter this result set to show data results for the experiment ABA time course data in wild type
seedlings. How many rows of data do you have now?
(Hint:
● Click on the column summary button in the Experiment-title column.
● Check the box for ‘ABA time course data in wild type seedlings’ and apply the filter. You should
now have 6 rows of data.
● Or you could re-run the template using the relevant optional constraint in the form.
● Note: such a filter could also be applied by defining a new filter using the main ‘Filters’ box
above the results table.)
Answer:
○ _______________ rows

●

What is the average expression ratio for the sample treated (growth condition) 10uM ABA for 30 min?
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(Hint: You will need to mouse over the Expressions Sample to find the correct experiment.)
Answer:
○ Log 2 _________
●

What tissue was used in the experiment?
(Hint: Add the “properties” collection to the table. Then expand the information in the sample properties
column.)
Answer:
○ __________________
●

Add an extra column to the results table to show the name of the lab which carried out the experiment what is the name of the lab?
(Hint:
● Use the Manage columns button above the results table. Select ‘Add a new column’. Navigate
to and select Expressions - sample - experiment- lab - name. Apply to rebuild your results
table.
● Note: This column can also be added by navigating to the query builder (use the query trail in
the top left hand corner) and using the model browser to find the above field).
Answer:
○ __________________

More Results Table Filtering (with “Gene → RNA-seq expression” template)
●

Find the all RNA-seq expressions for the genes in the Demo 3 - Photosynthesis list. How many rows
does this return?
(Hint: Go to the Templates page, Type “rna-seq” in the search box to narrow down to the Gene -> RNASeq expression template)
Answer:
○ __________________ rows
●

Filter this result set to show only the expression data for the leaf. How many rows of data do you have
now?
(Hint: Click on the column summary button in the Experiment-tissue column. Check the box for ‘leaf’
and apply the filter. You should now have 3622 rows of data. Note: such a filter could also be applied by
defining a new filter using the using the main ‘Filters’ box above the results table.)
Answer:
○ __________________ rows
●

How many pertain to a plant up to “2-weeks old”?
(Hint: Note: add the column Experiment.Description, use the summary and then select the 3
experiments satisfying the request (11 days, 2-weeks) )
Answer:
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○

__________________ rows

●

Select only the genes with a TPM > 4500.
How many there are?
Answer:
○ _________ genes, _________ expression values

●

What pathway?
Answer:
○ _______________________________

More Lists
●

How many A. thaliana genes/proteins contain a NAC-domain (use IPR003441)?
(Hint: Use the ‘Protein domain → Genes’ template. Use the column summary button to retrieve the desired
results)
Answer:
○ ____ genes
○ ____ proteins

●

How many of these genes have a human homologue?
(Hint:
● Use the create/add to list function to make a list of the genes from the above query.
● Use this list in the template query: ‘Gene → Homologues’.
● Use the column summary for the ‘organism.name’ column to find the number of orthologues in
Human.)
Answer:
○ ____ genes

●

How many of these NAC-domain genes (proteins) have been shown to interact with at least one other
protein?
(Hint:
● Use the template ‘Gene → Interactions’; run with the list created above.
● Use the column summary button on the Participant 1. Primary identifier column to find the
number of genes.)
Answer:
○ ____ genes

●

How many interactors does the NAC domain related genes have?
(Hint: Use the column summary (Participant 2) as above.)
Answer:
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○
●

____ genes

Are the NAC-domain genes significantly enriched for any GO terms?
(Hint: Navigate to the Lists tab. Click on the list of NAC-domain genes created above. This will give
you the list analysis page. Scroll down to see the Gene Ontology term enrichment widget.)
Answer:
○ _________________________ and many others

More Editing Templates
●

How many genes are expressed with an average ratio greater than 2.0 in the experiment Effect of
ethylene inhibitors on seedlings using Array Expression data?
Try to get the same answer manipulating the Report table and editing the Template, or using the
Query Builder.
Answer:
○ __________ genes

(Hint: This question can be answered through filtering the results table for the ‘Genes → Expression’ template
as follows:
○

Using the column summary, filter the ‘Experiment - title’ column to show only data for the
experiment ‘Effect of ethylene inhibitors on seedlings’.

○

Using the main ‘Filters’ box above the results table, remove the filter for the AT1G17900 gene data for all genes for this experiment will now be shown.

○

Using the column summary, filter the ‘Average ratio’ column to show only genes for which the
average ratio is > 2.0.)

Note: a query for answering directly
<query	
  name=""	
  model="genomic"	
  view="Expression.probe.genes.primaryIdentifier"	
  longDescription=""	
  
sortOrder="Expression.probe.genes.primaryIdentifier	
  asc"	
  constraintLogic="A	
  and	
  B">
<constraint	
  path="Expression.averageRatio"	
  code="A"	
  op="&gt;"	
  value="2"/>
<constraint	
  path="Expression.sample.experiment.title"	
  code="B"	
  op="="	
  value="Effect	
  of	
  ethylene	
  inhibitors	
  on	
  seedlings"/>
</query>

Regions and List Actions
●

You have narrowed down the location of a trait of interest to Chr1 between markers SM220_157~2 and
SM245_106~4. Use JBrowse (Go to araport.org → click “JBrowse” icon on home page) to find the
coordinates of the two markers.
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(Hint: In JBrowse, search for a marker by its identifier. Then, click on the feature to reveal a popup with
the coordinates of the marker on the reference genome)
Answer:
○ SM220_157~2 - Chr :__________..__________
○ SM245_106~4 - Chr :__________..__________
●

Create a list of Genes within your target locus using the ThaleMine Regions search. How many genes
are in this range?
(Hint: From the coordinates of the 2 markers above, extract the [min, max] range)
Answer:
○ On the Regions page, deselect all Features then select Gene.
○ Input the coordinates Chr :__________..__________ and click Search
○ On the results page, Create List with ____ genes.
This will create a list with a name of the format: ChrX_NNNNNNN_NNNNNNN_Gene_list_N
(Note: The list creation triggers a popup window to open. Sometimes, your web browser may
block popups. Even if the popup is blocked, the list creation would have been successful.
Navigate to the “Lists” page to see the resultant gene list).

●

Let’s see what is known about these genes from Publications. How many publications mention genes
in this region? Which gene is the most published?
(Hint: Use the Gene → Publications template and constrain the genes to be IN the list saved above)
Answer:
○ ____ publications (summarize PubMed ID column)
○ AT1G22770 found in ____ publications

●

Look at the Publication Title Summary. How many “plant defense-related” publications there are?
Transporters? Transcription factors?
Answer:
○ ____ publications have defense in the title
○ ____ publications have transporter in the title
○ ____ publications have transcription factor in the title

●

Now that we have multiple lists, we can see if there is any overlap. Are any genes in our region of
interest found in our list of sucrose transporters?
(Hint: Use the List Intersection functionality)
Answer:
○ ____________________________

Advanced: Using Query Builder
Ignore the list of genes you created above using the Regions function.
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●

Can you use Query Builder to create a list of all the genes that interact with the genes located in range
between our two markers above? Show the following columns:
(Hint: Column title helps navigate the data model)

1. Select Data Type Gene
2. Expand Chromosome
3. SHOW DB identifier
4. CONSTRAIN DB identifier = Chr1
5. Expand Chromosome Location
6. (optional) SHOW Start
7. (optional) SHOW End
8. CONSTRAIN Start > 7914644
9. CONSTRAIN End < 8432866
10. Expand Interactions
11. Expand Participant 2
12. SHOW Name
13. SHOW DB identifier
●

How many of those genes have interactors in our database? How many interactors are found?
Answer:
○ ____ genes from our region interact with ____ genes.

Building a Template with Query Builder
●

Turn your query above into a Template you can re-use. (Remember: use
return to QueryBuilder)

to

Look for this button at the bottom of the QueryBuilder page:

This concludes the exercise.
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A Walk-Through some JBrowse Features.
Open Araport JBrowse
Fire up JBrowse by clicking on the icon on the Araport home page (https://www.araport.org).

Or you can visit https://apps.araport.org/jbrowse/?data=arabidopsis
JBrowse will open in a default view that you can easily manipulate.
●

You can remove tracks at any time by clicking on the x by the track name.

●

You can reposition tracks by dragging them up and down.

●

And of course, you can add tracks by checking the appropriate boxes in the hierarchical track list on the
left.

Search for a Gene
Search for a gene. The search box accepts AGI identifiers, gene synonyms and genome coordinates. Note the
format required for genome coordinates (e.g. Chr5:24843698..24847535)
●

Search for LEAFY. You are given the option LEAFY3. Accept this and hit return.

●

At first sight the two models appear identical. Zoom in by clicking the

controls and focus on the

second exon. At high resolution, you can see they “start” at different positions.
●

Let’s continue zooming right to the nucleotide level, using the larger

button until you can see the

nucleotides/bases. Drag these two splice sites back into view.
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●

Positioning your mouse over the scale bar will activate a “vertical position indicator” (a thin red bar) that
lets you see exactly where you are.

○
●

Note the 6-frame translation of the nucleotide sequence.
○

●

What is the splice acceptor site at each of these two exons?
What do the red boxes containing asterisks denote?

Let’s zoom back out

to see the whole gene.

Examine/download gene feature details
●

Right-click on one of the transcript isoforms to see various menu options and select “View sequence”.

●

Click on “Show Start/Stop” and “Highlight Introns” to decorate the sequence.

●

Mouse over the “To Download” information button. Note that to download the sequence in FASTA
format you would need to copy and paste (of course, there are other ways of getting the data in this
form through ThaleMine.

●

Let’s remove the T-DNA seq and expression data tracks. (Note that you could use the T-DNA seq data
to find insertions in this or any other gene).

Load epigenetic tracks
Now let’s add some epigenetic data
●

Click on the right-facing arrowhead on the “EPIC-CoGe” button, to expand the Faceted track selector.
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●

Scroll down to examine the data sets to which you have access (this is only a small fraction of
everything that’s available via the EPIC-CoGe genome browser at CoGe).

●

Select 2 or 3 tracks you might like to see and click “Back to browser. These data are brought in on-thefly from CoGe using Web Services.

Load 1001 genomes variant track
Let’s see if any of the 1001 genomes (accessions) have SNPs in this region.
●

Select the 1001genomes.org track and let it load. You may need to zoom in sufficiently to display the
data (due to the density of features in any given region).

●

Each glyph represents polymorphisms that are color-coded according to the effect of the change.

●

Click on the down-arrow on the track label, and select “Display Color Legend” to display the color
codes.

●

Turn-off the epigenetic tracks to clean up.

●

Click on a SNP near our exon boundaries. A window opens with details of the SNP and at the bottom of
the window you’ll find a list of the status of the position in all genotypes.

●

To find which genotypes contain the SNP, click on the genotype column to sort it.
○

The SNP information from the 1001 genomes project is coming from a local copy of the variant
annotation file, while the metadata relating the accession ID numbers to accession names
comes in via a web service hosted at 1001genomes.org

Visualizing your own RNA-seq Data in JBrowse.
●

For this hands-on exercise, we will use the following 2 files (click on the links and download to your own
computer; this will make loading faster):

●

○

Drought_control_2.mm.sorted.bam (BAM format read alignment file)

○

Drought_control_2.mm.sorted.bam.bai (BAM index file)

Optionally:
○

We have created a repository of RNA-seq read alignment files at CyVerse and you can find
information about them here (see last 2 columns of the spreadsheet for data URLs):
http://goo.gl/AldJEg
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○

Open this spreadsheet and choose a data set you’d like to view. Since loading from the remote
store can be slow, we suggest that you download one or two files to your local computer (both
the BAM and BAI file).

○

Clicking on any of the links in the last 2 columns should trigger a download of the files via your
web browser.

●

For any chosen data set, you will need both the .bam and the .bam.bai files.

●

To load the data, go to:
○

“File > Open track file or URL” menu option.

○

Click on “Select Files” and navigate to the filesystem location containing the downloads BAM
and BAI files.

○

Use Ctrl + Mouse-Click (or ⌘ + Mouse-Click on a Mac) to select both (BAM and BAI) files.

●

Click on “Open” to complete the transaction.

●

Note that if you happen to pick a data set that is not expressing the LFY gene, you may need to zoom
out or navigate left/right to visualize the aligned RNA-seq reads.

●

Questions
○

What do the two colors for aligned reads represent?

○

Why are there lines between some of them?

○

Can you find reads that support a particular splice junction?
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